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Across

2. governing principle of the super ego, which sets 

moral standards and enforces adherence to them

3. hypothesized mental structure that helps explain 

different aspects of behavior

9. personal predictions about the outcomes of 

potential behaviors

13. relatively stable aspect of personality that is 

inferred from behavior and assumed to give rise to 

consistent behavior

14. In interpersonal attraction, the tendency to 

return feelings and attitudes that are expressed about 

us

16. symbolize or represent

17. the cultural prohibition against marrying or 

having sexual relations with a close blood relative

21. arrested development; attachment to objects of 

an earlier stage

23. knowledge and skills

25. the unconscious adoption of another person's 

behavior

30. the capacity to perceive one's environment and 

oneself according to accurate sensory impressions

31. the second psychic structure to develop, 

characterized by self-awareness, planning, and delay 

of gratification

33. a cluster of behaviors that characterizes 

traditional female or male behaviors within a cultural 

setting

34. exhibiting behaviors that others will imitate or 

acquire through observable learning

35. the philosophy and school of psychology that 

asserts that people are conscious, self-aware, and 

capable of free choice, self-fulfillment, and ethical 

behavior

36. a fixed, conventional idea about a group

Down

1. a tendency to answer test items according to a 

bias

4. a mental image of what we believe we ought to 

be

5. a pledge or obligation; stable investment in one's 

goals, beliefs, or values

6. a personality trait characterized largely by 

persistent anxiety; Eysenck's term for emotional 

instability

7. the third psychic structure, which functions as a 

moral guardian and sets forth high standards for 

behavior

8. a trait characterized by tendencies to direct 

one's interests inward and to inhibit impulses

10. a person who defines themselves in terms of 

personal traits and gives priority to their goals

11. the view that people are completely free and 

responsible for their own behavior

12. a sexual dysfunction characterized by persistent 

or recurrent pain during sexual intercourse

15. the psychic structure, present at birth, that 

represents physiological drives and is fully unconscious

18. The culturally defined concepts of masculinity 

and femininity; the psychological state of being male 

or female

19. transferred

20. a chemical secretion detected by other members 

of the same species that stimulates a certain kind of 

behavior

22. basic, primitive images or concepts hypothesized 

by Jung to reside in the collective unconscious

24. a trait characterized by tendencies to be socially 

outgoing and to express feelings and impulses freely

26. descriptive of ideas and feelings that are not 

available to awareness

27. muscle tension

28. The energy of Eros; the sexual instinct. 

Generally, sexual interest or drive

29. A firm sense of who one is and what one stands 

for

32. The basic instinct to preserve and perpetuate life


